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RSL Debutantes of 1964
Remember the days of Deb Balls? For decades they were a staple of country life with Mount Compass being no exception. The photograph above was taken at an RSL organised Deb Ball held in the Community Centre Hall. Other
Deb Balls have been held as fundraisers by groups such as the Mt Compass Community Centre, churches, sports
clubs and the school Welfare Club.
This 1964 Ball was held to help raise funds for the Mt Compass RSL who were continuing to develop their Clubrooms (opened in 1956). The debutantes were presented by Mrs Ray Palmer to the Minister for the Army, Dr Forbes
and his wife, with Keith Dix taking on the roll of MC for the night. The band was named “Gay Lads Orchestra.”
The earliest Debutante Ball we know of in Mount Compass was held in 1947 with many others taking place over the
following years, particularly during the 1960s. Deb Balls have also been organised locally for girls from as young as
5 years in the form of Miniature or Junior Deb Balls.
Further information regarding these balls is on page 9 with other photographs on the back page. They may bring
back memories from a time when life appeared so much simpler.
Pictured above are: back row - Mrs Jean Palmer, Sue Gropler (m. Manning), Pauline Whyatt, Ros Reeves (m. Holmes), Avis
Levington, Colleen Connor (m. Griggs) front- Ann Roocke, Janet Fox, Janet Blakely, Barbra Arthur (m. Koenders) & Jill
Barker.
Photographs and articles in the Chronicle can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives are
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial
In this edition of the Chronicle you will find an article based around the collection of letters and government memorandums retained by the Commissioner of Crown Lands concerning a petition from the year 1911. A group of local
settlers apparently wanted the government to purchase a steam traction engine which could be hired out to any landholder wanting to clear their scrub land. As the petitioners of that time could not afford their own tractors and bullocks were too costly to feed, they somehow persuaded the government to purchase such an engine on their behalf
(many names are listed to help our family historians). However everything did not go according to plan...
Another piece in the jigsaw of our history is the story of Henry McConville, a fascinating pioneer who briefly influenced the progress of Mt Compass when he leased part of his land to David & William Wright, gardeners from Meadows. His tale helps demonstrate that the history of Mt Compass is not only about those that succeed - it is also about
the many who just did the best they could given the times in which they lived.
Concerning our present times -there is now an Archives History Group that meets once a month in the Hall Foyer
and is working on a number of interesting projects.
One of these is a collection of short audio files/podcasts that users will be able to download and listen to as they walk
through our town. The first one - a walk through the school is now available on our website (under the ‘site map’ tab).
Another project involves the first Mt Compass history book that was originally published in 1946 and then reissued in
1993. A new third edition will soon be released in the form of an e-book. Watch this space.
A photography competition is also currently underway with terrific sponsorship and support from the New Moon
newsletter. The aim is to collect as many new photographs as possible that encapsulate the Mount Compass district in
2019. Further details are on our website: http://mtcompassarchives.org/
If anyone would like to come along to one of these monthly meetings, they are held on the first Tuesday of the month
in the Hall Foyer at 5.00pm and usually only run for an hour. The next one will be held on 4th Feb 2020.
Finally, Betty Jacobs recently passed away at the remarkable age of 96. We have received a copy of “The Memories of
Betty Jacobs” -from which highlights of her life in Mt Compass will be included in the next Chronicle.
Steve Kettle

News reports from the past
The report (left) covers the Agricultural &
Horticultural Society’s 1912 Show in
Mount Compass.
It was printed on the 30th March 1912 in
the Adelaide Observer newspaper and
mentions the Traction Engine which gave
a ploughing demonstration with ‘great
success’. This trial was in an area alongside
the Hall.
Below: A copy of the advertisement placed
by Wellesley Cocks in the Adelaide Advertiser on 30th May 1913.
Following two previously unsuccessful ads,
applications were received from two people
with Mr Leonard T Jacobs being appointed
to the job. In the following year Len signed
up for World War I, giving his occupation
as Engine Driver.
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The Mount Compass Steam Tractor of 1912-14
Between the times of bullock teams and those of combustion engine tractors, industrialised countries experienced
a period when traction engines were favoured. These steam-driven engines were developed from the mid 1800s
primarily for use in agriculture and road haulage. Although heavy and cumbersome vehicles, they were also extremely
powerful and robust – unfortunately for us, just not very suited to boggy or sandy ground. For a short period in Mount
Compass’ history though, one of these traction engines was used here as a publicly operated machine for local hire.
This is how it came to be...
Prior to World War I a number of new settlers moved into this area bringing with them fresh enthusiasm and ideas.
One of these settlers, a Mr A A Wellesley Cocks, organised a petition in 1911 requesting the government purchase
a traction engine. The request was that the State Government make available a traction engine for use in Mt Compass
where those landowners using it would pay a fee to cover interest and principle repayments on this purchase. This
petition was signed by 26 landowners and listed the area of land they would clear with such a machine. Mr W J
Blacker, the local MP offered his support with this request, which was presented to the Commissioner of Crown
Lands. Thankfully, the complete Government file regarding the petition has been preserved in the State Archives at
Cavan. It makes interesting reading and shines a light on this period when landowners were just beginning to see
a value in their scrub land which had previously been viewed as simply waste land.
The local Agricultural Bureau was in recess between the years 1906 and 1914, leaving an opportunity for the Mount
Compass Show Committee to become more involved in farming discussions. One of their new faces at that time was
an enthusiastic Wellesley Cocks, who became the driving force in this proposed scheme. As President of the 1912
Show Committee, he was able to gain backing for this scheme, similar to one he had seen working in the West
Australian mines.
The basic request of these petitioners was that the Government should purchase a traction engine and plough which
would then be hired out to local settlers for use in clearing their scrub land. This land would then be available for
productive farming which would benefit both the landowner and the State.

Continued on following page...

This is a Ruston Proctor & Co Traction engine similar to the one that was seen in Mt Compass in the years 1912 to 1914.
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Continued from previous page

The petition that was presented included the following statements:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

We are holders of scrub land in Mount Compass District.
That this land was once regarded as useless for cultivation, it has now been proved to be suitable
for mixed farming.
Owing to scarcity of natural herbage for horses or bullocks, the dense undergrowth and innumerable roots, breaking up new ground is both slow and expensive, and even a modest equipment
(sic) is beyond the resources of an average settler.
That after the ground has had one good plowing only light implements are required to grow profitable crops, and that feed follows cultivation.
That if a tractor and suitable plow were available to be hired by settlers in turn, large areas now
idle would soon be put under crop.
We your petitioners therefore pray that a Government tractor will be made available for hire in
this district.

Signatories to the petition and the amount of scrub land each was claiming they would clear were:
C S Hancock
- 300 acres
G Wehrmann
- 900 acres
W Dawson
- 400 acres
S R Skewes
- 100 acres
H Waye
- 50 acres
A Bishop
- 200 acres
A Peters (for R Peters) - 100 acres
E G Schultze
- 100 acres
A H Perry
- 300 acres
G Waye
- 50 acres
Wellesley Cocks
- 300 acres
W Waye
- 73 acres
Evan C Good
- 50 acres

Anthony Cocks
- 200 acres
L W Pfuhl
- 319 acres
Otto Wehrmann
- 180 acres
O H Wehrmann
- 100 acres
H Wehrmann
- 100 acres
Frederick Dreyer
- 100 acres
J Grant (of Willunga) - 200 acres
W Wallenstein
- 400 acres
Frank A Cocks
- 250 acres
M Jacobs
- 100 acres
William Green (Pt Elliot) - 50 acres
F H Taylor (Hind. Valley) - 500 acres
V G Tugwell (Pt Elliot)
- 500 acres

These petitioners may have signed up to the scheme with the view that if the Government was going to pay, why not
be included? Others may have believed that there was a possibility of money being made from their scrub lands. The
Government’s own recorded Memorandums however, do reveal an interesting insight into their particular reasons
for agreeing to such a scheme.
Following his visit to view the land in this area, accompanied by petition organiser Wellesley Cocks, the Director of
Agriculture (Prof. Lowrie) detailed his thoughts on the matter. He stated that:
“the land, excepting a few rich swamp lands of high capacity, when reclaimed drained and improved, is of a quality very inferior indeed – a cold, raw, sour, ungrateful, and in places shallow
soil, alternating with easily leached hungry sands. The bulk of it lies on or near the margin of cultivation and unless it can be very cheaply cleared and brought under cultivation can scarcely be
considered a proposition economically practicable.”
He did go on to state more favourably:
“There is no doubt that the men with courage enough and faith sufficient to tackle the Mt Compass country deserve every available consideration. Theirs will be the loss if it prove (sic) unprofitable; the country’s will be the gain if they can make a living. There is not much chance that they
will ever do much more than make a living, but the State will reap the benefit of such extension of
settlement that they pioneer.
... As the settlers are prepared to pay interest and depreciation, I recommend that the petition be
favourably received...”
Continued on following page...
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There was some discussion and debate over the following months about what type of engine should be used and
what was actually available to be purchased. The Government also appeared willing to introduce legislation to support and allow this method of assistance to settlers, drawing on the experiences of programs in other states.
Various machines were considered and then found either unsuitable or unavailable, with the settlers forwarding their
own list of traction engines they knew were on the market and reasonably priced. By early 1912 a formal contract
was being circulated amongst the settlers. Mr Wellesley Cocks offered to manage and supervise the purchased plant
for the sum of £10 per annum. This job would also entail keeping all the paperwork and receipts as the machine was
handed around the various landowners. Discussions were held regarding whether a man would be employed by the
Government to drive this engine, or whether the settlers should oversee this job.
The final contract/indenture with the Minister for Crown Lands was signed by a Committee of seven settlers: C S
Hancock, Wellesley Cocks, A J Hancock, D J Hutton, A H Perry, F A Cocks and Emilie Dawson (see below).
The agreement was in part, that 1200 acres would be cleared every year for 5 years. The charge to users would be 3/(30c) per acre or 40/- ($4) per week plus the supply of fuel (ie wood). The money received would first be used to
maintain the plant, pay interest at the rate of 5% and then repay the principal amount owing (£745 –the purchase
price for this machinery).

The indenture was dated 20th February 1912 and signed by seven settlers along with seven red seals. It was signed
in the presence of a Mr T Duffield, the Secretary of the Commissioner of Crown Lands.
For those with a practical interest, the tractor and plant purchased by the government was a Ruston Proctor & Co
Steam Traction Engine, class SC of 7 (or 8*) Nominal Horse Power along with three 4 furrow Sunshine disc
ploughs. The machine also had 6 foot (1.8m) diameter wheels that were 1 foot 8 inches (.5m) wide. The flywheel
was 2 foot 6 inches in diameter and the cylinders were 6 inches x 10 inches. The Indicated Horse Power was 46.
This traction engine was manufactured in Lincoln, England, with the company later became Ruston and Hornsby
then Ruston-Bucyrus, manufacturing railway locomotives & mining machinery.
Continued on following
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The test drive report for this traction engine is included in the State’s records as is a letter from the selling company,
F A McCarty & Co of Adelaide. They state that: “We have only operated this traction engine for a period of about
2 months in connection with our contract work here in Adelaide, and our only reason for parting with it is that we
have had a considerable amount of trouble with local councils, as they have raised a good deal of objection to the
engine passing through the streets.”
The test drive was carried out by the Chief Mechanical Engineer of SA Railways’ Locomotive, Carriage and Wagon
Dept. His report states that after driving the Traction Engine along about 8 miles of “the worst roads we could
find” (in Adelaide) he said the result was “very satisfactory” and he recommended it as “a good piece of machinery”, although a few repairs were required prior to purchase.
The abbreviated story of what happened when this good piece of machinery arrived in Mount Compass is that it was
used in a successful demonstration at the 1912 Mt Compass Show. The sight and sound of this monsterous machine
ploughing a paddock adjacent to the hall must have been a major talking point amongst the locals. Some scrub land
(as listed below) was cleared but problems arose. Disputes occurred over details such as who was to pay both the
driver and the cost of moving this machine between properties, which was not clearly detailed in the indenture.
Correspondence was exchanged about the difficulty in finding a qualified driver, with the statement made that
practically no ploughing was done in 1913 due to trouble in finding a suitable driver. To compound all the difficulties, whenever one of the signing Settlers was absent, some business could not be transacted on, particularly with
regard to the Indenture. Each of the seven Settlers had to sign any Indenture changes and at least one, Emilie
Dawson (of Section 230 Hd of Nangkita) had “gone north” to work for a considerable part of 1913 (reported as going to Hergott Springs, now known as Marree).
Another major problem arose the following year, when a replacement gear wheel was required. A number of written
exchanges throughout 1914 between the Settler’s Secretary, Wellesley Cocks and various interested parties give an
impression of a sluggish department and Settler uncertainty as to what was happening. The new cog wheel had to
finally be sent out from England via the Sunshine Harvester Company. This drawn out process took most of the
year, resulting in the engine continuing to be out of action for a large part of 1914.
When the replacement wheel finally did arrive in South Australia the Settlers received written notification that it was
ready for collection. However, by this time they had apparently had enough and responded that the Committee was
unable to go on with the contract.
This grand scheme which, following two years of operating should have raised at least £360 ($720) and cleared
2,400 acres of scrub land had in fact only brought in £28-13-0 ($57.30) - with only about 200 acres of scrub cleared
(refer to the July 1912 return below, sent to the Crown Lands Office by Mr W Cocks.)
Listed in this report as having
used the traction
engine are F A
Cocks, E Dawson,
W Cocks, O
Wehrmann and C
Wehrmann.
In the remarks
section, E Dawson’s land is reported as being
‘too short’ for the
machine and O
Wehrmann’s feedwater for the
steam engine is
described as
‘inferior’.

In 1915 the traction engine was subsequently transferred across to the Dept of Irrigation with a value of £350, for
such potential uses such as pumping or tree pulling. The records mention Cobdogla in the Riverland as its end destination, with the correspondence file being finally closed off in September 1916.
Continued on following page...
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A number of interesting points can be found in the correspondence from these Settlers which helps shine further
light on life in Mount Compass and the type of people residing here just prior to World War I.


In a letter sent on the 3rd of July 1911 by Mr Wellesley Cocks he points out that a telephone had
just been installed in Mt Compass and that “should you desire to communicate promptly we can
now be got (sic) per telegram or on the ‘phone’ much quicker than when business had to be done
through Willunga.”



On 9th July 1912 W Cocks, when confirming what to do with the money raised, suggests opening
a bank account with the Bank of Adelaide - in Willunga. It was not until 1937 that banking would
finally arrive in Mt Compass.



In January 1913 Mr W Cocks also stated that “postal facilities are limited but I get telephone or
telegraph messages promptly.”



Prominent local, Mr David John Hutton was described as ‘a practical engineman’ when he applied
for the vacant position of engine driver in November 1913 following a period with no applications
received. The job was given to Mr Len Jacobs, a young man who had been working as a traction
driver in WA and Victoria over the previous three years. (This was the same L Jacobs that is listed
on our World War I Honour Roll.)



As an example of the occupations of people then residing in Mt Compass, Wellesley Cocks when
recommending the purchase of this traction engine stated that local residents who supported this
scheme, possessed skills in areas such as stationary steam & winding engines, steam boilers and
boiler making.



When corresponding about ongoing repairs to the traction engine, Mr Cocks mentioned he could
carry out some repairs on his forge. (Showing these were not only found in blacksmith’s shops.)

A section taken from the Mt
Compass Agricultural &
Horticultural Show Society
Minute Book held in our
Archives.
This entry is from 27th January 1912 and notes that the
agreement (Indenture) was
placed before the members
for their approval.
At the Special Meeting mentioned here (3rd February
1912) it was decided that Mr
Cocks should renew his offer to oversee the management of this machine. This
letter is with State Records.
Mr W Cocks was voted in as
President of this Society in
November 1911 to oversee
the 1912 Show. This was the
show at which the traction
engine gave a ploughing
demonstration (page 2).
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It would appear that although this scheme was founded with a fair degree of community spirit and innovative ideas,
the problems that arose proved to be insurmountable, forcing the instigators of this project to finally concede defeat.
Mr Wellesley Cocks, who had modelled this scheme on a similar project he had seen operating in the mines of WA,
had himself come from a mining/machinery background. That these machines did not operate well on the type of
sandy soil or the boggy grounds found in Mt Compass may not have been readily apparent to him. Add to this the
unforseen problems in finding steam traction engine drivers or of trying to obtain spare parts from the other side of
the world would help explain why this was the only time a traction engine is known to have been used in Mt Compass. The unfortunate start of the Great War in 1914 would not have helped in this matter either.
Mr A A W Cocks was to subsequently move on from this district although he did become involved in a ‘farm partnership’ with Alfred Jabez Roberts. According to newspaper reports, this partnership was dissolved by mutual consent only in 1929. Mr Wellesley Cocks had by this time, been working variously as the Secretary of a car firm
(Murray Turner Ltd) and as an engineer with a cyanide plant in Adelaide. He died in a motorcycle accident in 1931,
aged 53, when his bike left the road and hit a fence. This occurred on Main South Road between Noarlunga and
Hackham at what was then a level crossing.
His family did maintain their ties with Mt Compass as his son Anthony Dexter Cocks, Wellesley’s wife Bertha and
his daughter Dorothy Jean were listed on the 1943 Mt Compass Electoral Roll. The notes below on Wellesley
Cock’s life will also give some fascinating information on his famous sister Kate. This Cocks family do not appear
to be related to the Cocks family that lived in Yundi during the mid 1900s.
Note: The spelling ‘plough’ and ’plow’ are both used throughout this government file. *The traction engine is listed as both a
7NHP and an 8NHP engine in correspondence. Sources: www.trove.nla.gov.au, www.steamscenes.org.uk, State Records,
Cavan & Mt Compass Archives.

Anthony Arthur Wellesley Cocks (1877-1931)
Born in East Moonta to a mining father and a school teacher mother, Anthony Arthur Wellesley Cocks was the second of three children. He was known as Wellesley Cocks, probably to distinguish himself from his father who was
also called Anthony.
His family moved to a farm near Quorn in the 1880s before moving down to Adelaide around 1900 following hard
times. By 1905 newspaper accounts report that Wellesley was working as a winch driver at a gold mine in Western
Australia while his father was the mine Manager there. By 1907 & 1908 he is mentioned as the acting mine manager, where no doubt his steam engine knowledge & skills developed. It was in WA that he had noticed how that
government provided a public crusher to saver miners the trouble of hand crushing and this helped sow the seed for
the similar scheme he promoted here in Mount Compass.
Wellesley married Bertha Milledge in 1910, after moving onto a perpetually leased property on Cleland Gully Road
early in 1909. From a submission made by his father to the Willunga Railway Commission that same year, it appears
that his father was financially involved in this property while his brother Frank Abraham Cocks was listed as also
being involved.
In late 1911 Wellesley Cocks became President of the Mt Compass Agricultural & Horticultural Society, while the
following year he and Mr D J Hutton were elected as the Society’s Auditors. In 1914 when the local Agricultural
Bureau was reformed he took on the role of Secretary.
Two of the Cocks’ four children, Anthony Dexter and Arthur Wellesley attended the Mt Compass school briefly
prior to transferring to Wasleys in August 1920. In that same year, Wellesley stood unsuccessfully in the local
council elections, losing to local stalwart, Richard Peters. Wellesley died in 1931 at the age of 53 following a motorcycle accident on South Road near Hackham. His address at that time was reported as Fullarton in Adelaide.
*This Cocks family was certainly the type to become involved. In 1915 his older sister Kate, became the 1st female
police constable in Australia (and reportedly, the Commonwealth) after previously working in teaching and as a
parole officer. She then went on to head the Adelaide Women’s Police Force which in itself was the first such force
in the British Empire. Kate retired from this position in 1934 and went on to found the Brighton Babies Home (for
unmarried women & their children). She was clearly a much sought after speaker at many events throughout her life
and was awarded an MBE. It is worth a brief search of the internet for some of the compassionate stories regarding
this inspiring Miss Kate Cocks.
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Those were the days....
Carlene Farmer (nee Anderson) has fond memories of taking part in the first Mt Compass Deb Ball held on 31st October 1947. She describes the old Hall as being beautifully decorated as the Debutantes were presented to Mr David
Brookman, the local Member of Parliament and to his wife Alison. (A photo of Carlene in her Ball dress is on the
back page.) Den Weinert was Carlene’s partner on the night, with fellow Deb Audrey Waye being partnered by her
future husband Bob Griffiths. Other young women also presented on the night were Marjorie Ekers, Barbara McAllan, Jean James, Dorothy and Mavis Holmes, Sylvia Bishop, Ida Peters and Betty Jurgens.
Following the success of this night, a number of Deb Balls were held over future years, peaking in the 1960s. They
were primarily held as fundraisers for causes such as the Community Centre (new Hall), Church of England (for its
building fund), CWA, RSL, Tennis Club, Calisthenic Club and the School Welfare Club. The Balls, particularly for
the older girls (often aged 15 to 17 years) became major events with up to 400 dancers on the night.
In 1953 the CWA held a Ball for 5 Debutantes with the profits going towards their baby competition entrant Malcolm Langford. All the funds were raised for the new hall building project. The five Debutantes were presented to
Lady Sowden.
Miniature and Junior Deb Balls aimed at the younger age group were also held with MPs such as Ted Chapman and
Geoff O’Halloran Giles offering their support by attending.
This photo (right)
was taken at the
1959 RSL Deb
Ball held in the
new War Memorial
Hall.
The debutantes
were trained and
presented by Mrs
Jean Palmer to
Lieut-Colonel H
Peach.
Marlene Thomas
(m. Connor) is pictured here being
presented in front
of an audience of
400.
A photo of all the
Debutantes is on
the back page.

A miniature Deb Ball from c1957
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Who was Henry McConville?
The name McConville may have a vaguely familiar ring to it for anyone who has taken an interest in the early years
of our local history. Henry McConville would be perhaps best remembered as the man who leased 20 acres of land
to the Wright Brothers from Meadows. They managed to turn this land into such a profitable market garden that the
area was soon broken up into smaller blocks along this now valuable ‘Black Swamp’.
There is much more to the life of this man, who was one of the true pioneers of South Australia, particularly in the
north of this State. He purchased his leases here in Mt Compass as “emergency paddocks for his sheep in time of
drought” according to this SA history site: http://www.southaustralianhistory.com.au/mountcompass.htmn
Continued on following page...
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His son (also called Henry -just to complicate things) married a woman from McLaren Vale in 1889 at the Catholic
Church in Willunga. It is not known at this point what drew the attention of this family to our area in the first place –
the son’s attraction to his future bride or the lush swampy pastures? Whichever it was, Henry James (aka Harry)
McConville married Bridget Mary Swift at Willunga’s St Joseph’s Church in 1889, the same year that his father
leased Section 215 covering Mount Moon and what is now our retail precinct.
Henry McConville Snr is listed in the records as living at Farina in the State’s north at this time with the previous
leaseholder of Section 215 being William Shakespeare Gardner. This parcel of land includes the substantial part of
Mt Moon, with the pastoralist also holding leases for land near the Square Waterhole (Section 207) and north of
what is now Nangkita Rd (Sections 216,217 & 220) as well as a number of Sections in the Hundred of Myponga
near the Finniss River and Mt Effie.
The sub-lease of 20 acres of Section 215 to the Wright Brothers in 1890 proved a little controversial at the time as
local MP Mr Blacker sought to query in Parliament how the Commissioner for Lands could authorise a sub-lease
that was so one-sided. In an article published in the satirical publication “Quiz and the Lantern” from 1892, it was
stated that Mr McConville was leasing his 475 acres for a total of £7 10s per annum, but was sub-leasing just 20
acres of this to the Wright Bros, at £5 per annum. After 10 years this sub-lease rent was due to increase fourfold,
providing a tidy little profit to Mr McConville.
The upshot of all this is that the Lease (along with nearby Sections) was resumed by the government and divided up
into what was called at the time “Working Men’s Blocks”. In 1895 further Leases held by Henry McConville were
also resumed, although he did take out Leases again in 1897 for 1121 acres in the Hundreds of Myponga & Kuitpo.
These transactions were minor dealings in the scheme of things however, for this battling Irish pastoralist.
Little is known of his involvement in these leases, if indeed he visited this area. He may have left the running of the
properties here to his son, who was at one point, the manager for his father’s Angipena Station. What little is known
(from Trove searches of newspaper articles at the time) is that in 1894 H McConville Esq sold 3,000 ewes by auction at Willunga and a Mrs McConville (presumably the new wife of son Henry James) is mentioned as one of the
winners in the horse riding section of Willunga’s 1890 Show. As Henry James McConville’s mother-in-law lived at
McLaren Vale, they would likely have stayed in this area on a number of occasions .
Continued on following page...
The two pictures below are from the Miscellaneous Leases Register held by State Records. The first photo is of
Misc Lease No 4862 in the name of William Shakespeare Gardner on Section 215 in the Hundred of Nangkita. It
was then transferred over to Henry McConville of Farina (in red ink). The picture below this is of the opposing page
for the Lease and gives further details such as: the section being leased covered 475 acres with an annual fee of £710-0 (dated 25-10-1888). Part of the land was resumed on 1st September 1892 with it all being resumed on 1st
March 1893. There is an interesting note concerning ‘the removal of woolshed’ with a Surveyor General’s Office
file noted (SGO 10466/92). This woolshed would likely be the one that became the Post Office site, but unfortunately this file could not be located in their records. Refer to page 13 for the petition regarding this Section.
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Although Henry McConville (snr) only had a short connection to Mt Compass, his life was so fascinating that it
should be given some consideration here.
Born in 1831 in Belfast Ireland, he migrated to SA in 1855 with his wife Anne along with the first of their seven
children. They moved up to Kanyaka Station north of Quorn to live in a tent in what could be called primitive conditions. This was only short term as they soon moved onto their own pastoral station ‘Partacoona’ and built a wattle,
daub & slab hut. Never one to sit still, Henry became a Hawker travelling around in a horse drawn van, which
proved quite profitable. While travelling one time, his wife sent an urgent message via an aboriginal boy that their
son was ill but by the time Henry arrived home their first born child was dead.
On another occasion, while visiting Kanyaka, their house burned down & everything was lost (the fire was reportedly caused by a pet cockatoo playing with matches). A second child passed away despite a desperate trip down to
the nearest doctor at Port Augusta and was buried in an unmarked grave near Kanyaka Station as had been his older
brother.
In 1864, after a time as the storekeeper at Willochra, Henry became the first leasee of Myrtle Springs Station northwest of Copley, which at its height ran 13,000 sheep. Unfortunately there was a terrible drought from 1864 to 1866
which took its toll on Henry’s grand plans. Over the years there would be many highs and lows in the interesting life
of this pioneer family.
Among incidents recorded about Henry was the time he and his son (Henry James) defied waterside workers by
unloading their own wool from a steamer at Port Adelaide despite a famous waterside strike- and survived unscathed. Another time Henry was fined for riotous behaviour in Adelaide when he (60 years of age and possibly under the influence of liquor) made a fuss about the removal of a local hotel’s verandah. It seems he thought it a shame
to remove this particular verandah and was attempting to address a gathering crowd. Reports of the time described
him as being an old, respectably dressed gentleman but also a squatter recently down from the country, but now
a resident of Norwood.
Continued on following page...

The two maps above were drawn up 6 years apart and help to demonstrate how Mount Compass developed during this time. The
map on the left is from the year 1888 when Section 215 in the Hundred of Nangkita was bounded by Bahloo Glen Road, Victor
Harbor Road and Cleland Gully Road. This is the Section that Henry McConville (and before him W S Gardner and the Gardner
Brothers partnership) held as a Miscellaneous Lease. The map on the right is dated 1894 when the ‘Working Men’s Blocks’ had
been subdivided. Section 215 has been greatly reduced as a result.
As a point of reference, Section 316 is now our retail precinct and 317 is the land where David Hutton built his home
‘Weeroona’ which is now adjacent to the more recent HRI-Ag shop. These two sections have since been divided by Nangkita
Road, which did not exist at this time. The map notations ML seen above refer to the lease numbers, which often included multiple Sections. This Section 215 was a portion of ML322 but then became ML4862 (refer photo on previous page ).
The Hut and Stables marked on these maps refers to the Roadman’s Cottage which is now non-existent.
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He was also a South Australian delegate to the 1883 Irish- Australian conference in Melbourne with frequent media
mentions of his involvement with this organisation. His reports of dealings with aboriginal people remark that he
paid a fair wage to all but he was also a strong character at a time when there was very little police presence and
a violent death was not unknown in the outback. His mental strength was to the fore when a broken leg had not been
set properly and he decided to have it broken again and re-set without the aid of pain killers.
All of Henry & Anne’s children apart from the one son who was married in Willunga, passed away before them.
The long suffering Anne herself, passed away in 1896 and was buried in a lone grave on Avondale Station.
Over the years Henry leased numerous stations in the north, amongst them were Avondale, Angipena, Artimore,
Berlino, Lynhust Siding, Mt Nor’ West, Beltana and Cowarie. At the time he leased the Mt Compass land his residence was listed as Farina, which had a population of 100 in 1890. This now abandoned town was the most northern
settlement for the Ghan railway line, which ran 3 times a week to Adelaide. As the largest single landholder there
with 17 town blocks, Henry was given the honour of laying the telegraph office’s foundation stone.
During his time in the north he also dabbled in silver and gold mining operations on some of his leases and is reported to have had a net worth of up to £80,000 in the good times. However just prior to his 1903 death in a Rundle
Street restaurant he had been forced to sell his final Station at Angipena for a mere £1,000. His Berlino and Avondale Stations had just been seized by the banks and he had recently been forced to abandon his Artimore Station.
In his later life he has been quoted as saying: “I am ruined. I am a poorer man today than when I went into it. There
were good industrious men north of Port Augusta 40 years ago, but I have not known one who left the country yet
with the means to live comfortable in his old age.”Henry McConville died at the age of 71 and is buried in the West
Terrace cemetery.
Sources: An article written by Henry McConville Jnr about his parents - https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/
article/91077104?searchTerm=stories%20of%20the%20north&searchLimits=l-state=South+Australia|||l-decade=193|||lyear=1934|||l-title=291 the website https://trove.nla.gov.au/ and the SA history site: https://www.southaustralianhistory.com.au/
mcconville.htm plus “Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia” -articles from the Adelaide Stock and Station Journal and the following McConville site: http://www.mcconville.org/main/about/australia.html plus the State Records at Cavan.
This is an article about the Wright Brothers gardening success on
the 20 acres they sub-let from Henry McConville. It was printed in
the Adelaide Observer on 19th March 1892
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The Waye & Wright families’ petition requesting that Henry McConville’s Section 215 be subdivided
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Mount Compass Debutantes

1965
Above Back: Merrilyn Higgins,
Heather Anderson, Jill McKinlay,
Lorraine Wyatt, Sandra Barker, Wendy
Duffield, Robin Palmer Front: unk
flower girl, Rosalie Haywood, Jenny
Barker, Lynette Palmer, unk, Jenny Porter, unk flower girl.
Right Back: unk, Mary Berry, Marlene
Thomas, Raylene Tothill, Lorraine
Squires, Front: Brenda Schultz, Shirley
Mattiske, Patria Channon, Mrs Jean
Palmer, Mavis Mattiske.

1959

C1962

Carlene Anderson
1947 (m. Farmer)

The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial
Community Centre Inc.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required
or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact us using the address below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to
the Archives please contact us at: mtcompassarchives@gmail.com

